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2012-3-29 10:39 upload and download the attachment (130.43 KB) at the beginning of the year when the Nike Air Foamposite One
"Galaxy" is in recent years the most popular shoes, presumably many shoes fans also did not panic buying section and depressed,
but a customized version of foreign designer again before the Milky Way "" the creation of a waste heat, can replace the Nike Air
Foamposite One "Galaxy" customized version of the product, this shoe body is not the Milky Way starry universe spray that feeling,
like a blend of red and black more spray spray, spray, spray and other blue tin spray color combination, but also bring us colorful and
dazzling feeling around the tongue and lining still presented in black suede and mesh material, I do not know whether the end of the
crystal color and the Milky Way spray at night can emit fluorescent colors. If you really like the design, you can quickly collect the tin
and customize it yourself. 
The 
2012 camouflage storm continued to blow up early in 2013. The classic Nike Free Trainer 3 new shoes, use green color and has
many lightweight support performance FLYWIRE technique and uppers, with black suede material and color stability of the shoe
body, Free 3 level black bottom and excellent buffer Phylon in the end, with the use of runners the dynamic adjustment of foot. Of
course, the most dazzling, but also fluorescent green, followed by brand labels and rubber outsole decoration, shoes to bring a lot of
youthful vitality. New products are now on sale at Eastbay, and friends like you can pay attention to them.
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